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Family owned and run

Since 1973

Located centrally 
in the Midlands



About us

Long-standing 
relationships with 

growers across the UK 
and Europe

Offering an extensive 
range of plants





One stop shop

from loose bulbs to 
semi-mature trees and 
everything in between

The ‘Full package’ 



We supply 

Property developers

Garden designers

High-end 
domestic landscapers

Commercial landscapers



Benefits 

Cost-effective solutions

Assists with 
planning applications

Better for the environement

Add kerb appeal

Reduce maintenance costs



Add the
‘WOW’ factor

Add interesting 
and unqiue touches

 
Dramatically

Increase the value
of your property







Evergreen or Deciduous

A tree or shrub 
that keeps its leaves 
throughout the year

A tree or shrub that 
shreds its leaves 

annually
(usually in autumn)

A tree or shrub that 
loses some 

foliage over winter

SEMI
DECIDIOUS

SEMI
EVERGREENEVERGREEN



Root Type

BARE ROOT
A plant that has been 

lifted from the soil 
in a dormant state 

and sold with no soil 
around the roots

TROUGH
Plants grown in 
a long container 
that have been 

trimmed into an 
instant hedge unit

ROOT BALL
A root ball is lifted 
from the ground 
with soil around 

the roots

NOV–APRIL ALL YEAR ROUND

POTTED
A plant grown

in a pot



Bare rooted
stock

A plant that has 
been lifted from the soil in a 
dormant state and sold with 

no soil around the roots

Rootballs 
 

A rootball is lifted 
from the ground with soil 

around the roots



HIGH

LOW

MEDIUM

Final Height



MARCH

Flower
FLOWERING 
TIME & COLOUR

Minimum 
Quantities

2lt 30

3lt 30

5lt 20

10lt 10

20lt 6





Hedging Troughs

Grown in 1m long troughs 

A prefect alternative 
to fencing or walls

Save alot of time 
and money



Lots of choice



Pleached Trees

Usually evergreen that 
have been trained 

1m of extra screening 
and privacy



Buy a Border

    * Borders by the metre

    * Beautifully designed garden borders 
delivered in one simple package. Simple and effective.

   
 * Choose from following type; Shade, Sunny, 

Low Maintenance, evergreen

    * Choose from; Bronze (2/3 litre plants), 
Silver (5 litres), Gold (10 litres), Platinum (10 -25 litres)

NEW for
autumn
2021



Customers first

Bespoke quotes

100 years + 
Horticulture experience 

between the team



Matipo Landscapes

“Fullbrook have been 
incredible to us

Extremely helpful in every 
way which is why we 
continue to purchase 

from them”



Visit our www.fullbrookplants.co.uk 
and find out more about us



sales@fullbrookplants.co.uk

shaw@fullbrookplants.co.uk    

01543 256401

www.fullbrookplants.co.uk


